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Factors affecting the value of the 
property of the company

To understand the valuation of these factors and to assess the impor
tance of their control over the creation of the real location of the object.

Natural places to live best when each person will be able to see the 
history of mankind on intalaniani: fertile lands, good climate, water and 
fuel resources, construction convenient place. Located in this area, houses, 
public buildings, cultural structures, industrial and commercial buildings, 
public facilities built, made their way through. Improved residential areas, 
and the development of the economy, in business, in accordance with the 
activation of human behavior, determines the level and style of life.

Key words: business valuation, real estate, the price , the estimated 
value.

Ас қа ро ва Ж.А.

Кә сі по рын ның мү лік тік құ ны на 
әсер ете тін фак тор лар

Құн ды ба ға лауда атал ған фак тор лар ды тү сі ну үшін жә не олар дың 
ма ңыз ды лы ғын ба ға лау үшін, жыл жы майт ын объек ті нің ор на лас уы 
н ың құ рылуын  ба қы лау ке рек.

Адам ның әр кез де жақ сы та би ғи жер лер де өмір сү ру ге ын та лан
ға ны ту ра лы адам зат тың да му та ри хы нан кө ре ала мыз, яғ ни құ нар лы 
жер лер де, кли ма ты жақ сы, су жә не отын ре су рс та ры бар, құ ры лыс 
са лу ға ың ғай лы жер лер ді пай да ла нуы. Осы жер лер де ор на ла сып, үй
лер ді, қо ғам дық ғи ма рат тар ды, мә де ни құ рыл ғы лар ды, өн ді ріс тік 
жә не ша ру ашы лық құ ры лыс тар ды, ком му нал ды объек ті лер ді сал ды, 
олар ды жол ар қы лы қос ты. Эко но ми ка ның дам уына сәй кес тұр ғын 
тер ри то рияла ры көр кейт іл ді жә не іс кер лік ке, бел сен ді лік ке сәй кес, 
адам дар дың мі нез құл қы, өмір сү ру дең гейі жә не сти лі анық тал ды. 

Тү йін  сөз дер: Биз нес ті ба ға лау, жыл жы майт ын мү лік, ба ға сы, ба
ға лау құ ны.

Ас ка ро ва Ж.А.

Фак то ры, влияющие  
на стои мос ть иму ще ст ва 

предп рия тия

Что бы по нять и оце нить роль наз ван ных фак то ров в оцен ке 
стои мос ти, сле дует прос ле дить, как фор ми рует ся мес то по ло же ние 
объек тов нед ви жи мос ти. 

Ис то рия раз ви тия че ло ве чест ва по ка зы вает, что че ло век всег
да ст ре мил ся жить в луч ших при род ных ус ло виях – на пло до род ных 
зем лях, у удоб ных га ва ней, в бла гоп рият ном кли ма те, при на ли чии 
вод ных и топ лив ных ре сур сов, в мес тах, где не су щая спо соб ность 
грун тов, глу би на за ле га ния и дру гие при род ные ха рак те рис ти ки бла
гоп рият ны для ст рои тель ст ва. По се лив шись в та ких мес тах, лю ди  
ст роили жи ли ща, об ще ст вен ные зда ния, куль то вые соору же ния, 
произ во дст вен ные и хо зяй ст вен ные пост рой ки, ком му наль ные 
объек ты, соеди ня ли их до ро га ми, бла гоуст раива ли тер рито р ии по се
ле ний, прис по саб ли ва ли их для жиз ни. Раз ви тие эко но ми ки, де ло вая 
ак тив ность, соот ве тс твующие за ко ны оп ре де ля ли стиль и уро вень 
жиз ни и по ве де ния лю дей.

Клю че вые сло ва: оцен ка биз не са, нед ви жи мое иму ще ст во, це ны, 
оце ноч ная стои мос ть.
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Real Estate, which is under the influence of the environment 
on their own, and it has the same impact. Therefore, the impact 
assessment of the value of the property determines the ortafaktorların.

The world experience a significant impact on the valuation of 
the property value assessment established by a number of factors:

Physical: natural earth, climate, resources, topography, soil 
and the creation of a person – buildings, equipment, roads, public 
facilities, sites, and so on;

Social: population trends, old age or youth trends, style of life, 
standard of living, the box of the volume, the level of education 
trends, crime rates, owners of nearby objects and their relationships;

Economic: income level trends, employment, access to credit 
and credit policy, interest rates, a single payment rates, construction 
costs increase or decrease in prices, demand, supply;

Political (administrative): limit or liberal zoning, building codes 
and liberal rules or limits, municipal services, health and safety, tax 
policy, protection of the environment.

However, these factors are set and movement system shows the 
location of the object to be measured. Urban planning theory, the 
universe, the process of the development of society, and to live in 
a society reflects the structure of production and between man and 
nature is the most important form of space.

To understand the valuation of these factors and to assess the 
importance of their control over the creation of the real location of 
the object.

Natural places to live best when each person will be able to see 
the history of mankind on ıntalanğanı: fertile lands, good climate, 
water and fuel resources, construction convenient place. Located 
in this area, houses, public buildings, cultural structures, industrial 
and commercial buildings, public facilities built, made their way 
through. Improved residential areas, and the development of the 
economy, in business, in accordance with the activation of human 
behavior, determines the level and style of life.

So, topography residential areas in terms of natural resources and 
raw materials, has an opportunity to commercial success (different 
production, industry, transport, health and wellness services) areas 
was determined. Urban concept – a functional nature. Zoning on 
the basis of important social categories, they are: at home, rest and 
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THE VALUE OF THE 
PROPERTY OF THE 

COMPANY
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work. Home – residential area of   the city, close to 
the city, located in the best area of   respiratory air 
is clean, comfortable housing, but it is independent 
and is located in the industrial production. Their plan 
is subject to the general principle of construction of 
the city supported. They Are:

1. The principle of functional zoning of the 
function, the universe is divided into the following 
sections: work, social life, home and leisure. None 
of the function itself can not exist. Therefore, the 
structure of the planned settlement, first of all, for 
all sections of the settlement, the creation of a stable 
and reliable inter-related conditions, and the rest of 
the life cycle is determined by the exchange of each 
other. Carried out on areas of mutual sanitary and 
hygienic conditions, including: natural occurrence 
of the wind direction is not due to housing 
production; must be higher than the residential area 
of   the river and relief, etc. Residential construction 
and industrial enterprises, utilities and storage areas, 
etc. productions (SPZ) is determined by the distance 
between the damage to the following classes: first-
class enterprises – 1000 m, 500 m in the second, 
third – 300 m, 100 m in the fourth, fifth – 50 m;

2. How does the nature of the complete unit. 
None of the function of the city itself will not be 
able to live a private life. The structure of the city 
is planned for all parts of the city, is the creation 
of a stable and reliable conditions related. All 
functional areas of the city is part of the landscaping. 
Architectural and landscaping will be carried out by 
a unit of the structure of the planning. Integration 
of all types of trees and gardens in the universe 
need to break the whole system. Landscaping and 
revitalize the urban environment, population creates 
a microclimate, homes, and their dust, noise, solar 
radiation and stores.

3. To create a relationship with their functions in 
accordance with the public media system: the total 
regional center in the city center is planned industrial 
centers of the region and the rest of the district – the 
local centers (small district, quarterly). Devoted to 
public centers: the formation of the cultural place in 
accordance with the level of service to the public; the 
establishment of non-governmental organizations 
(meetings, allies, clubs, organizations, etc.); the 
formation of the social infrastructure of the city.

4. The organization of the city’s transport 
planning. This is a public road system. His role 
qonıstandırwdağı comfortable, and a short walk, 
resettlement of all the functional organization of 
transportation between regions; the architecture of 
the settlement.

5. The universe is emerging as a structure 
in the architectural plan of the structure, which 
is characterized by its ability to improve the 
development of options and take the opportunity 
to respond to rapid and unplanned fix flexible. 
Focuses on the reserve Territories and methods of 
communication (for example, linear structures), etc.

6. Сity in the universe. The universe – is part of 
the residential areas. Residential areas of the corporate 
system or residential land in the resettlement of the 
natural landscape of the center of the profile and 
create a group in various rational space.

7. Complexity – the universe is based on five 
main issues to consider in the development: social, 
environmental, economic, aesthetic and technical.

The purpose of social planning is related to 
the following social functions: housing, education, 
services, leisure, labor and management.

Environmental – physical, sanitation and 
climatic parameters determined by the average 
life needs. This is determined by the value of the 
environmental protection issues.

The purpose of the Economic territorial rational 
use of resources and the efficient use of production 
factors.

Aesthetic aim to provide a complete aesthetic 
quality of the environment.

The purpose of the technical area relefterimen, 
the ability of black soil, etc. to solve the problems 
of engineering and geological services. At the same 
time, production of construction materials in the 
region and the development of the construction 
material-technical base features.

All the design principles and requirements 
for the construction of the city aims to create 
favorable conditions for human activities. All of the 
construction rules and regulations based on this idea. 
For example, for the construction of housing close to 
the natural areas of positive and sanitary conditions 
are rivers, ponds, landscaping jerlerinbölip. Caring 
for a person takes into account the requirements of 
the environment in accordance with environmental 
regulations.

Above the physical, social, economic and 
political factors that determine the environment of 
the location of the real estate development.

Real Estate Appraisal environment of the location 
of the object in the theory of the development of a 
series of four sets:

1. Height
2. Stability
3. Recession
4. Renovation
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The estimated value of the development plan 
for the property complex, where the estimated 
location and residential real estate projects and 
development cycle is necessary to determine the 
actual location of the cycle. For example, the 
financial condition of low, measured light industrial 
enterprises (garment factory). Its location is the 
development of a strong manufacturing industry 
enterprises. Employment increases, revenue 
growth, increase the standard of living. That is, 
the object to be measured (garment factory) is the 
location of the growth period. It is necessary to 
wait for the increase in the demand for ready-made 
garment products. No other garment enterprises 
in the region. This is expected to increase in the 
value of the property complex of the factory. This 

potential investors the opportunity to purchase or a 
part of its share of the enterprise.

This example not only in the economic 
conditions of the real estate property market, as 
well as districts, cities and facilities you need to 
analyze the layout area. Sometimes the national and 
international level should be considered as aspects 
of the economy: industrial and employment from 
the point of view of developing economic structure; 
ensuring the further development of the services 
sector and a combination of factors that can increase 
the production of industrial goods; the growth and 
development of its production costs, the impact 
on the circulation of money. Social sphere should 
be given to the needs of individuals and groups: 
changes in the social structure of the population, and 
employment; affect life on the type of employment; 
structural problems of young families, professional 
attitude and level of education; changes in the 
structure of land ownership and its impact on the 
housing market; income and low-income families 
affect transport costs. In other words, the real 
property is necessary to consider the impact of these 
factors on 3 levels: regional, local and direct on the 
environment, as well as including real property.

 
                 stability                                                               renewal 
 
 
       increase                              decline 
 
 

 
Figure 1 – Places of location 

of the property development cycle

Table 1 – Factors affecting the value of the property of the company

Factors Characteristics

Physical, 
environmental, 

location

Location: climate, resources, topography, black soil, in the center of the business, work places, residential area, 
roads, railways, coast-mail, green areas and community facilities (garbage places, etc.), road conditions, etc.
- Depending on the nature of the site: size, type, size, topography, access, landscaping, use zoning, easements, 
general view, attraction, etc.
- Buildings and structures: the number, type, and quality of constructions, style, design, equipment, etc.

Economic

- Economic state of the world economy in general; the country, the region, the economic situation at the local 
level, the company’s financial condition.
- Demand: the level of employment, wages and income, solvency, and the availability of sources of financing, 
interest rate, rental payment performance, at the time of the sale costs.
- Offer: an area of   land offered for sale, the number of objects on sale (property complexes), on construction 
costs, financing costs and taxes.

Social

- Varпanttэlэрэ land use, business (small, large, cheap, expensive) real estate, land in the procurement of basic 
needs.
- The environment, the owner of the object and its relations with its neighbors, as well as the basic need of a 
feeling of ownership.
- Changes in family size and population trends, aging or rejuvenation.
- Changes in the level of education and criminal tendencies.
- Life style and standard of living.

Administrative 
(political), legal

- tax and financial policy.
- Different types of discounts.
- Control of land use and lease payment performance.
- Zoning: prohibition, restriction.
- Limited construction norms and rules.
- Municipal services: roads, landscaping, engineering, equipment, means of public transport, schools, health and 
safety, fire-fighting service.
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Table 2 – Information on supply and demand

General Real Relative
Economic
In the social
of the environment
Administrative (political)

Land
Environment online
Construction

Costs
Sales
In the middle of the income and 
expenses

Real Estate Appraisal affecting the economic, 
social, political and physical considering these 
factors, we also solved the problems of applied 
economic analysis, the assessment of her 
property. For their final results of data collection, 
processing and analysis of standardized methods 
of classification. Based on the content of the above 
factors, to collect information that affects the value 
of the property can be divided into three large 
groups.

From the geographical point of view of the 
economy in general and comparative information 
prepared in three hierarchical levels: regional, 
close to the city and the environment. Factors 
that affect the valuation of the qualitative and 
quantitative characteristics for which data are 
available are: evaluation and calculation of the 
amount of the appraised value of the location 
of objects and provides a basis for assessing the 
economic analysis.
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